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be the sole cost factor to be considered in selecting one of several candidate designs or systems.
For example, a well-designed cable-type median barrier may be less costly to install than a concrete
barrier. However, if installed in the median of a
relatively heavily traveled urban freeway, it will
be frequently hit unless the median is quite wide.
Each hit would result in costly repair to 25-100 ft.
of barrier whereas the concrete barrier would be
relatively maintenance free. Thus, repair costs
become a significant part of the total cost of a
cable barrier over its service life. In addition,
maintenance and repair effort in the median of an
urban freeway is a hazard to maintenance personnel
as well as to the traveling public, which can result in additional loss of life.
In establishing priority for roadside safety
improvement, including appurtenance installation or
modification, the highway engineer must be able to
put spectacular individual accidents, such as the
relatively infrequent accidents involving school
buses, in proper perspective and consider them in
overall highway safety strategy. Where funds are
limited as they usually are, emotional issues must
be tempered with thorough safety and economic
analysis.
HARDWARE PERFORMANCE AS AFFECTED BY SITE CONDITIONS

Maurice E. Bronstad, Southwest Research Institute

In appraising dynamic performance of a safety appurtenance in a real-world accident, it is important
that the device was subjected to conditions within
its performance range. That is, the device should
have been installed and maintained properly and
that the vehicle impact conditions (i.e., mass,
speed and angle) were within the device capability.
Examples abound in which the device was improperly installed or that some highway feature severely restricted the potential performance range, for
instance, longitudinal barriers mounted behind
mountable curbs that cause errant vehicles to vault
over the system; flexible longitudinal barriers
mounted too close to rigid fixed objects (during
collisions, the barrier deflects to the fixed object subjecting the vehicle to pocketing and snagging possibilities); improper transitions between
approach and bridge railing causing pocketing or
snagging of the vehicle; post-and-beam bridge rail
systems that are not compatible with the bridge
deck; and improper or inadequate terminals that fail
to develop the barrier strength or present undue
hazard to the motorists.
In addition to improper installations, there is
concern that many existing installations are not
being maintained. Longitudinal barriers have been
permitted to settle or the surrounding grade or
pavement surface has been allowed to build up; this
has essentially reduced the effective height of the
barrier and has increased the number of vehicles
that vault over the system.
Thus, in performing field evaluation of appurtenances, it is most important to document the condition of the system prior to the impact so that
improperly installed or maintained devices will not
reflect adversely on a system's general capability.
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS--DATA NEEDS
Robert J. Reilly, Cooperative Research Programs,

Transportation Research Board
During this workshop, three questions concerning
data on safety-appurtenance accidents will be addressed: What is needed? What is available? and
How can the gaps be filled?
This presentation concentrates on the first
question in the context of the evaluation of safety
appurtenances, for which the design requirement is
that the system demonstrate acceptable performance
during specified crash tests.
The primary reason for installing a safety
appurtenance should be to make a particular site
safer than it would be without it. However, some
appurtenances are needed primarily for other reasons, for example, breakaway supports for signs and
luminaries, which are designed by conventional
structural methods to resist wind, gravity and other
loads. The basis for the structural design of such
appurtenances is well accepted and is not directly
dependent on field performance data. Although safety is not the primary reason for installation of
such hardware, its presence should add the least
possible extra hazard to the site, therefore, its
safety performance must be determined by crash tests
and field evaluation. An exception to the requirement for crash-test evaluation of safety appurtenances presently exists in the case of bridge railing systems. The AASHTO Standard Specification for
Highway Bridges requires an allowable stress design
except for railing systems that have been successfully crash tested.
NCHRP Report 230, Recommended Procedures for the
Safety Performance Evaluation of Highway Appurtenances, published in 1981, introduced some significant changes to appurtenance evaluation as previously specified in NCHRP Report ,153, Recommended
Procedures for Vehicle Crash Testing of Highway
Appurtenances.
o Test conditions were modified to consider
mini-compacts (1800 lb.), trucks and buses, and a
multiple-service-level approach was introduced to
require various levels of structural adequacy as
appropriate for particular site conditions.
o Evaluation criteria had not previously been
consistent among various types of appurtenances, in
that some were based on average accelerations and
others on change in momentum. The flail space concept, used in Report 230, sets limits on both the
velocity with which the occupant may strike the
interior of the vehicle and the subsequent ridedown acceleration.
o An entirely new chapter is devoted to inservice evaluation, in which an appurtenance is installed on a trial basis, monitored for some period
of time (e.g., 2 years), and a conclusion is reached, whereby the period of evaluation is extended or
the appurtenance is either accepted, rejected or
modified.
o Report 230 also contains a new section on
analytical simulation and experimental techniques
other than full-scale testing (e.g., static tests
and component testing)•
We should now consider various types of accident
data and how they might be used.
o Detailed, case-by-case accident information,
such as envisioned in the system of in-service evaluation recommended in Report 230, is most useful
for gaining insight into the behavior of a particular item. A few well-documented cases of unsatisfactory performance might be all that is needed to
call attention to a problem in a particular system.

